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As an important partof the constructionindustry,furnishing,a labor-intensive 
sector,has already been one of the three pillars in this industry.The business emerged 
and develops gradually and steadily as a sunrise industry with the flourishing 
business in real estatesector.In recent years,with the rapid growth of China's 
economy and related industries,furnishing hasbeen demonstrating great potential in 
growth. However,internal competition within the industry is getting fiercer as the 
economy of is growing faster.Competition among enterprises regarding human 
resource,industry resource and technologyis all based on 
theirmarketpositioning,which derives mostly from enterprise marketing strategy atop 
business environment analysis.So making a scientific and effective marketing 
strategy lays the ground for the success of a company. 
This thesis takes Libeiya Group(LBY) as the object of study.By conducting an 
analysis of the macro environment of the market it’s in,unveiling the status quo and 
the problems facing thedevelopment of the industry and combining the development 
status,strength and weakness of LBY,this thesis formulates the marketing strategies 
that suit the development of the companyitself.The PEST approach is adopted while 
charting the macro environment and future trends for laying a good foundation for 
the development of enterprise marketing strategy.While Michael Porter's five forces 
model and SWOT are applied as the foundation for mapping the enterprise’s 
opportunities,threats,advantages and disadvantages,and could provide a solid 
theoretical foundation and practical support for making effective marketing 
strategies.This thesis further builds a marketing model by drawingupon the Diamond 
Orientation Model,namely the three stages of searching,selecting,andarrivingare 
introduced to finalize target customer selection,market segmentation, and so on 
toensure that the marketing strategy is tailored forthe company's own needs. 
In the close of this thesis,suggestions such as improving internal 













and specialized high-end market,focusing on customers' 
demands,upgradingcommunication,reinforcingchannelsaswellas exploring the 
Internet and seeking potentials fortransformationare provided,whichembarked on a 
clear path for LBY future development .As the conclusion of this thesis LBY’s 
marketing strategy should concentrate on star-rated hotels and monumental projects, 
go for core competitiveness in products or services through mergers and acquisitions 
or restructuring related upstream and downstream 
industries,establishaccuratecustomer groups and effective channels,develop 
customer-specific pricing strategy for the purpose of achieving price competitiveness 
and customer satisfaction. 
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立行业，工程总产值将突破 3.8 万亿元，其中公装产值达到 2.6 万亿，幕墙达
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